
To the Editor: Following a retrospective review of New South Wales data, Smith and colleagues concluded that the better long-term survival outcomes following surgery for oesophagogastric cancer at higher-volume centres support surgery only being done at these centres.1 However, much missing data creates uncertainty about this conclusion.

Survival outcomes directly relate to stage at diagnosis, so variable use of staging laparoscopy, endoscopic ultrasound and/or positron emission tomography, all of which can upstage a significant proportion of patients,2 and all more likely to be employed at higher-volume centres, could create considerable variation in recorded stage at diagnosis and in patient selection for surgery. Further, some patients considered surgical candidates at one hospital may be managed with definitive chemoradiation at another hospital.3 Most significantly, there are widely variable approaches to the use of adjuvant radiation and chemotherapy, including the timing and agents used,4 which have a significant impact on recurrence risk and survival. As 5-year survival is also confounded by deaths from other causes, this measure cannot be considered a reliable indicator of surgical quality. We note that more direct indicators — length of stay and 30-day mortality — did not differ for lower-volume versus higher-volume centres.

Attempting to compare hospital surgical outcomes where there are no data on the variable approaches to initial staging or multidisciplinary management is likely to end with an “apples versus oranges” comparison. While surgery at higher-volume centres may produce better outcomes,

Smith et al do not have the data to conclusively show this.
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In reply: International evidence of high-volume institutions having better outcomes for complex cancer surgery is strong.1,4 Our analyses confirm the direction and magnitude of this relationship in New South Wales. Should we ignore the international evidence?

Our analyses showed improved 5-year survival for people with oesophagogastric cancer who received surgery in a higher-volume hospital. The difference in survival was not explained by the age, comorbidity, extent of disease or urgency of admission. We used hospital volume as a measure of hospital experience in the surgical and non-surgical management of oesophagogastric cancer patients. More accurate staging and more effective delivery of adjuvant therapy may be part of the reason for the volume–outcome relationships observed. Patient outcomes are determined by more than what happens on the operating table. This is not about the surgeon but about performing complex procedures frequently enough in institutions able to provide the range of diagnostics, perioperative support services, multidisciplinary care and expertise that surgeons require and patients need for great outcomes.3,4 Can anyone defend institutions performing these procedures at a low volume?
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Evaluating the costs and benefits of using combination therapies

To the Editor: Clarke and Avery make an important point highlighting the substantial costs arising from a loophole allowing multibrand fixed-dose combinations (FDCs) listed on the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) to retain price premiums long after premiums on their individual components have eroded.1 However, we should not throw the baby out with the bathwater. FDCs could reduce costs for the PBS if used instead of more expensive therapies (eg, the Kanyini-GAP polypill trial) and reduce patient
costs with fewer copayments. Also, FDCs have most benefit when non-adherent patients are “switched up” from partial treatment on single pills to fuller treatment with FDC-based regimens. These benefits were not the focus of Clarke and Avery’s article. Their focus on the costs of combinations versus the separate components is understandable; current regulatory and reimbursement paradigms focus on “straight substitution” (ie, switching people stabilised on specific medications to an FDC containing the same drugs at equivalent doses). However, FDCs are best considered as treatment options to overcome treatment inertia and poor adherence. Defining the eligible population as those already taking recommended drugs at specific doses effectively defines a group with the least to benefit from combination therapy.

Currently, the PBS spends around $3 billion annually on lipid-lowering, blood pressure-lowering, antidiabetic and antiplatelet therapies — yet most Australians at high risk of cardiovascular disease do not receive all recommended medications over the long term. Appropriate use of combination therapy in chronic disease management potentially contributes to a more sustainable and equitable health system. However, the role of FDCs in closing treatment gaps in a cost-effective way has far to travel from our current situation.
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The cost-effectiveness of primary care for Indigenous Australians with diabetes living in remote Northern Territory communities

To the Editor: Thomas and colleagues attribute differences in hospital use among patients with diabetes to differences in use of primary care at remote state-run primary care clinics. We believe this conclusion to be unsupported by the evidence presented.

First, the study fails to accurately measure primary care use. Although study participants were restricted to those with remote residences, this ignores the mobility of such a population, and their subsequent access to primary care services not captured by the remote clinics’ primary care information system. Additionally, there are 26 Aboriginal community controlled health services, many of which have primary or satellite locations in remote areas.

Second, there are other known associations, unadjusted for in this study, that may explain differing hospitalisation rates in low and high users of the remote clinics. These include social acceptability, socioeconomic, behaviour of health care providers and patients and access to health services. It is known that access to hospital drives hospital use. Differences in social norms between the two groups may drive different choices in site of health care delivery. Stigmatised health problems of a social or spiritual nature may affect a patient’s willingness to see health workers from within their community.

Without adjusting for these variables, differences in hospital use cannot be simply attributed to differences in the use of (some) primary care services. Without such attribution, no realistic
cost-effectiveness analysis can be undertaken. This study should not be used to guide policy or planning.
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In Reply: I acknowledge that data from community controlled health services were not included in our study.1 The high mobility of this population is well recognised and is most common between related communities.2 The bulk of primary care services in remote Northern Territory communities are provided through the 54 government clinics, and we have captured the movement between those services in our dataset. The lesser degree of movement between government and community controlled clinics3 would not have substantively affected our results or our conclusions.

We used propensity score matching4 to improve comparability of the low, medium or high primary care use groups. As shown in the Box, we adjusted for key confounders (age, sex, number of chronic diseases) and found no statistically significant differences between groups. All communities in this study were geographically classified as remote or very remote5 and were similar in terms of their SEIFA (Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas) score.4 Other factors raised by Whyatt and colleagues, including social acceptability and the behaviour of health care providers, may well have significant influence on decisions to use primary care services and, in part, explain the poorer outcomes among the low primary care users.

We are confident that the evidence generated by this study is of use to policymakers and health planners in their efforts to strengthen primary care in remote areas of Australia.
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The hidden issues of anticipatory medications in community palliative care

To the Editor: I support reform for providing anticipatory palliative care medication under Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) arrangements, as identified by O’Connor et al.1 There is merit in providing emergency and anticipatory medications under PBS prescriber bag supply arrangements to community-based palliative care.

There has been a decline in the provision of after-hours care and home visits by general practitioners.2 Many GPs, fearful of assault by drug-dependent individuals, no longer carry potentially dangerous injectable medications such as narcotics and benzodiazepines.3 As it is illegal for unused medications to be returned to pharmacies for resupply, supplies...
currently provided to terminally ill patients by GPs, to assist community palliative care teams, often remain unused on the patient’s death and must be destroyed.

Prescriber bag supplies allow medical and nurse practitioners to provide essential drugs to patients at public expense. However, the current formulary mostly includes injectable drugs and few oral medications. Modernising the formulary to include small quantities of oral antibiotics, antipsychotics and benzodiazepines would allow patients access to earlier treatment where emergency pharmacy services are restricted. Currently supplied emergency medications have an excessive pack size and often a short therapeutic life. By using smaller pack sizes, the pharmaceutical industry could help to reduce wastage and the risk of diversion.

By limiting the costs to taxpayers and patients of unused PBS medication while increasing community access, these measures are more likely to deliver savings and appeal to GPs and the community.
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